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About This Game

Spin, match, explode... WOW! It's a brilliant new way to play Bejeweled! Get set for a vivid sensory rush as you spin and match
explosive gems for shockwaves of fun. Rotate jewels freely to set up electrifying combos, outwit surprising obstacles like Locks
and Bombs, and create high-voltage Flame and Lightning gems. When you need to dial up the intensity or fine-tune your skills,

turn to Challenge mode or five-minute Blitz. And if relaxing is more your style, kick up your feet with stress-free Zen. No
matter the mode, you'll discover new strategies, improve your moves, and find endless ways to win!

Use the revolutionary Gem Rotator to move gems around and make matches anywhere on the board
Relax, rev up, refocus or recharge in four game modes � Classic, Zen, Challenge and Blitz
Clear away Locks and Bombs for magnificent bonuses
Create Flame and Lightning power gems, then blast them to smithereens just because you can
Relive your best moves with Instant Replay and see where you rank on the high-score list
Start playing quickly and easily with in-game tips
Enjoy eye-popping graphics and special effects... you've never seen Bejeweled like this before!
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1/10 - jettisoned it

How retro-fantastic do the screens look! How gloriously NES-like does the ingame footage look!

Unfortuately the controls are unreliable and wonky and the extremly hard (and some times straigth-out unfair) difficulty is only
there to mask how incredibly short the game actually is.. It isn't Football manager but it is very similar... Wonderful game. I
haven't played much but i've been looking for a good bomberman remake for so long and it's free, no reason not to try it. it plays
great and I plan on playing it alot with friends. I would gladly pay for this game pretty much as it is.

However, a coiuple of things I would like to change or have an option for in match creation is;

-Adding AI if possible
-having options to disable the bomb kick or set a limited use for each map/timed cooldown so it feel more like the old
bomberman where you can trap enemies.

The kick is a interesting tactical idea though so I wouldn't like to see it fully removed form the game.

Hope to see some of you in there!. A good, but average game.
I know similar flash games that are more enjoyable to play, even if some bonuses makes this game different.. its a fun short
speed orianted game but there are a few problems

you can start the level when the screen is white this makes the speed element not as important(im not sure if its a feature
because i felt some of the levels i barely made even when i moved when the screen was white

On the glue lvls when going over ledges on to another glue platform u can get stuck because u cant get under the
platform

the teleporters on the lvls go on sort of a timer and u can be teleported by getting close while lining up a jump

other than those previous minor problems it was challenging but not frustrating

9/10. quot;Dark Forest" is fun. The difficulty ramps up too high in "Outskirts" to make the game enjoyable. There is only so
much screaming at my monitor that I can take.. Man, I love this game. The art style is very different from other visual novels,
it's more realistic in that sense. The characters also blend in with the background, which is super rare in visual novels.
It's a super interesting concept, on how you need to prove that you are the real Mike.
If you like mystery and horror, and have a hour in your day, you should play this game.
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One thing about this game is some of the endings are quite confusing, and we don't know that much on whats happening.
. This is my favorite Steam Games. It's simple and addictive. Much better than the sequel. All WWII Pacific Theater buffs will
love this. It was unavailable for purchase for a while there, but it is back, hopfuly to stay!
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bleep bloop. I had a high interest in playing this game, I got in a bundle so I got a good deal on it, but have only got to play a
couple minutes. There are little options in terms of changing the key mapping of mouse and keyboard, in fact there are no
options to change the key mapping, which is why I cant play. My middle mouse wheel is broke and that button is needed to do
certain functions in your sub, so my experience of the game ended in the tutorial. I spoke to the developer briefly in the forums
which I was asked if I have a controller (which it does support!) and that was the last I heard from them.... Unfortunately I don't
own one and don't plan on buying one just to play this game since it would be much more than the $3 I spent for the title. The
other numerous games I own and play don't rely on me having a controller or gamepad and have user friendly options to help
resolve my one broken button woes. I have high hopes of getting to play this game at some point in the future but if it relies on
me buyng a controller just to play a small indie game I'm guessing I never will. Good luck to everyone else. Gotta love those 4k
pixels. Dont buy this game. WELL, just bought this game as an off chance, I Dont usually buy early access games in fear of
them not ever finishing it BUT I just couldnt resist. Within the first 15mins of the game I could tell this game is HEAVILY
inspired by the Super Nintendo game.. Secret Of Mana. The enemies, their attacks, music, temples, the spells you get to learn,
even bosses (the water temple boss). THIS is NOT a bad thing that the game borrows from Secret Of Mana, cos that game was
certainly one of the Super Nintendo's BEST action rpg games. The only main difference so far is that there's NO ring menu for
item usage, the main chararcter you control dont look nothing like Randy off S.o.M, and the story is slightly different.

I can see the game has a few issues it needs to still iron out for what content has been released so far but these are so minor it
won't spoil your gameplay, someone needs to re-read this games english script and alter it cos things spelt wrong and sentences
not making full sense are in this game, for example.. Wish spelt as Whish .. and talking to the water temple woman certainly
needs reworking text wise. I'm now only just beaten the two werewolf monsters and saved the water temple princess and have
stopped to write this review for the game so here are my marks so far..

Graphics: 8\/10 (Because of visible glitches, and the damage pop could look a lot more colorful and flash with crit hits also.)
Music\/Sound Effects: 9\/10 (I noticed a few minor jumps in the music and whilst loading areas, this though could be my laptop
and not the game itself, not sure really.)
Story: 10\/10 (I'm loving it so far, makes me want to go play 'Secret Of Mana' all over again, hahaha!)
Over All: Id certainly recommend this to my friends, in fact.. i'm just about to head on over to a facebook page thats dedicated
to final fantasy and spread the word of this game to them, they are ALL Secret Of Mana fans. i'm also going to cover a mini-
review on my website.

Suggestions to the devs: Please dont think im making these suggestion out of spite or they are meant in any negativity against
your game, it's constructive ideas for you to think about adding to your game to make it even MORE appealing, so..

1. Make damage pop more flashy.. IF you take a look at 'Dawn Of Mana' on the PS2 and see how the damage pops on that, I
think that type of effect would look FANTASTIC in this game of yours, look on Youtube.
2. Get someone in to rework the English dialogue and spell check for mistakes.. Whish?
3. Maybe introduce items menu, with potions etc.. maybe use the F-Keys, F1, F2 etc.. to use the items.
4. have enemies drop items, like hp potions etc. by doing this it will give your game more content also, like item shops.
5. give your game a coin currency, again for buying items in shops etc.
6. get some side quests put into the game, with rewards like currency, items, etc. even if you only do like 3 to 5 side quests per
chapter.. it adds more depth to your game and interaction with npcs.

There's probably loads more I could write here but dont want to overwhelm you, in ANY case, this is a fantastic game and look
forward to MANY more updates for it.. good luck on getting this project finished.. A simple game with more than weeks of
replay time, I find Big Money to be more addictive than Tetris...and funner.. Super addictive! Haven't gotten past the 2nd boss
(MAZU) yet, but I came close haha! Dev + community are responsive and engaged.. Fun game to play if you want to waste
some time.. Gameplay 4\/10
Graphics 5\/10
Story 1\/10

Bugs where you can't see spells
Lag
Broken save games
Disapearing characters
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